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Introdu tion

The Mainz Rolling Brains attend the RoboCup Simulation League sin e 1998. In Paris (1998)
and Sto kholm (1999) we made it to the semi- nals. In 2000 we redesigned the de ision layer
of our agents using a modular stru ture and parti ipated in EuRoboCup (Amsterdam) and
in Melbourne.
Besides the adjustment of our te hni al layer to the new so er server, whi h provides
the basis for all further development, our main fo us is on enhan ing the adaptive abilities
of our agents and on improving the performan e of our modules (espe ially ball ontrol and
positioning) this year. We will olle t and analyse data regarding our and the opponent's
individual and team behaviour for online and oine adaption, thereby striving at rea hing a
new level of exibility in the adequate respond of varying opponents' behaviour. The more
omplex the behaviour our agents are based on, the more diÆ ult is their proper development.
In order to over ome this problem and to improve the understanding of our agents' bevaviour
we are developing a spe ial visualisation, testing and debugging tool alled FUNSSEL, whi h
will omplement our already existing analysis tools.
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Modular Design

This year's MRB so er players are based on last year's players still using the three-layer
on ept explained in [2℄. The three layers are the te hni al layer, the transformation layer (a
olle tion of all skills and low level behaviours the player might use) and the de ision layer
whi h represents the player's "brain".
Sin e 1998 we use our own te hni al layer whi h turned out to be very exible as hanges to
new versions of the so er server ould easily be done. The same holds for the transformation
layer.
Last year we started with the modularisation of the de ision layer ([1℄). For that we
distinguish between ve di erent tasks, ea h task orresponding to a module:
{
{
{
{
{

Standard situation module (e.g. ki k o )
Goal shot module
Pass module (sele tion and realisation of passes to other players or into free spa e)
Ballhandling module(e.g inter ept the ball, dribble, ta kle opponents)
Positioning module (positioning of the players on the eld, onstru tion and avoidan e of
o side traps, long term stamina ontrol)

The modules evaluate the adequateness and the han e of su ess of a parti ular a tion in
the urrent situation and return a grade rating the hosen a tion. The module with highest
grading will be alled to a t and is responsible for the exe ution of the a tion. The Master
Control o-ordinates the evaluations and a tions of the di erent modules and manages agent
ommuni ation ([1℄).

This year's e orts on erning agent stru ture will on entrate on the implementation of a
so alled feedba k-routine in ea h module. This routine should be able to adapt the spe i
parameters of a module for example to the urrent situation of the mat h, the skills and the
playertypes used by the opponent. It should also be able to rate the last a tions of its own
module.
The modules will use ea h other to evaluate possible a tions of teammates and opponents,
e.g. the han es for a su esful pass from the player ontrolling the ball to another player by
looking at the game through the teammate's eyes. For this purpose there are spe ial routines
regarding own and opponent a tions in ea h module. Sin e the modules hange their ratings
due to the feedba k they get, we will adapt the team's behaviour to the opponent's behaviour.
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Data Analysis

One main fo us will be the gathering and analysis of data. We already used Self-Organizing
Maps to lassify the behaviour of single players ([3℄). We were able to identify various typi al
behaviour patterns for di erent teams. The omparison between our and opponent patterns
allows us to dete t the superiority/inferiority of the teams in ertain elds (e.g. dribbling and
passing).
This year we will do more online-analysis and try to adapt to the opponent's behaviour.
Data olle tion and analysis will be done by the oa h using a spe ial module, the ta ti al
module. Typi al data are the situation of the mat h, the opponent's ta ti al system and paths
of ball and players.
To deal with heterogenous players the oa h should observe the behaviour of the opponents
and on lude the player types. He will then ommuni ate the types to the whole team during
standard situations. This information will be used to estimate the han es for several (own
and opponent) a tions, e.g. for passes or goal shots, so that we an adapt to the strengths
and weaknesses of our opponents.
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FUNSSEL - A Visualisation and Debugging Tool

FUNSSEL ("Flexible Utility for Network based So er Simulation using Extended Language")
is a powerful utility to debug simulation league agents whi h repla es the tools we used in
the years before and re on iles these and new abilities. It onsists of two single programs,
funssel and funsselmon.
funssel is a kind of proxy server that is pla ed between the so erserver and the agents.
It is able to start and stop the so erserver during a game and allows to replay a just played
or saved game from any timestep.
funsselmon is a 2D so erserver visualization and a GUI to ontrol funssel. It onne ts to
funssel, is able to display games and it extends the language of the agents by debug ommands
whi h makes it possible to e.g. tra e their de isions.
FUNSSEL will soon be ontained in our sour epa kage whi h an be obtained at our
website.
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